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 Genre: Sports RPG The Fate/Zero series contains three titles, each of which is primarily driven by the concept of the
Transhuman “Eighth Sign”. The second and third games in the series are known as Gundam Seed Destiny and Gundam Seed

Destiny Rengou VS. Z.A.F.T., respectively. The games take place approximately 4 years after the first game. The events of the
Destiny Rengou, or “Second Prophecy”, storyline are generally set in the year 2042. This is the year that the mysterious Dr.

Ikeda begins to fully enact his plan, and the year that the events of the fourth OAV take place. Destiny Rengou starts the game
with Seed only recently awoken, awakening to find herself in the Land of Titans. As she journeys, she eventually encounters and

meets the man who is actually a key player in the Destiny Rengou storyline, Dr. Ikeda. Like the Destiny Rengou storyline,
Destiny Rengou, or Second Prophecy, is a quasi-continuation of the events in the first game. Destiny Rengou has three playable
characters: Destiny, Sachiko and Omoi. Destiny and Sachiko are both from “The World”, or the Land of the Titans. The Events
of Destiny Rengou The events of Destiny Rengou begin in the year 2042, 4 years after the first game. Like the Destiny Rengou
storyline, Destiny Rengou begins with Omoi awakening, only to find herself in the Land of Titans and the voice of her former
friend Retsu calling her. Because Destiny Rengou is based on the Destiny Rengou storyline, it is assumed that Omoi was raised
by her in the Land of Titans. Destiny Rengou begins with Destiny and Omoi being separated by an unknown force. In a panic,
Omoi runs away from the people on the island. Destiny is left confused and lost, and is nearly killed by a Chimera V. She soon

finds herself separated from Omoi, and after many hardships and trials, Omoi is able to find her. Destiny was also reunited with
Omoi’s father, Sezu, who asks her to find someone he has been looking for. Sachiko, a young person from Omoi’s village, is

found by Destiny. Sachiko is currently under the guardians 82157476af
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